
SUSTAINABLE UNIQUEERGONOMIC LIGHTWEIGHT & 
STABLE

CLEVERSAVE

Removable 
and padded 
hip belt

LÄSSIG’s new school satchel Unique proudly bears the seal 
of approval from IGR e.V., which stands for a tested and 
ergonomic carrying system. 

The school satchel adapts perfectly to its young owner: 
thanks to height-adjustable back sections and the carrying 
straps, as well as a weight distribution that is easy on the 
back due to a chest strap that relieves the weight and a 
removable hip belt. Breathable padding in the pack and on 
the shoulder straps guarantees comfortable wearing.  
The Unique school satchel scores with a weight of only 
1080g and still proves to be extremely stable thanks to 
its reinforced base.

JUST AS UNIQUE AS YOU ARE!

UNIQUE is the name of the new school satchel series from LÄSSIG and the name says it all! The new school collection is  
particularly unique – not only because of its special design and diverse features, but also through the unlimited design options  
it offers the proud youngsters starting school. This makes the new school satchel the best school companion and friend.

PARTICULARLY ERGONOMIC,  
COMFORTABLE AND LIGHTWEIGHT

Breathable padding 
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the shoulder straps
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To ensure safety for youngsters on their way to and from 
school, well-placed reflectors on the front, side and shoulder 
strap sections make the school bag visible in the dark and in 
traffic. All models are also equipped with an integrated 
neon-colored rain cover which offers further visibility with its 
reflective print – and not just on rainy days!

The models in neon colors offer additional visibility with their 
fluorescent surfaces, during the day and at dusk.

Sustainability is writ large here, because the UNIQUE 
collection relies on recycled polyester. To produce a 
school satchel up to 33 recycled plastic bottles are 
used – a respectful use of our resources. This school 
satchel can handle anything in any type of weather 
due to its dirt and water repellent material. 

This is also ensured by the raised and stable base, 
which stands out with its colorful grooves, making it 
particularly modern and cool. Last but not least,  
the UNIQUE school satchel set bears the  
“PETA Approved Vegan” label.

SAFE AND VISIBLE

SUSTAINABLE AND WEATHERPROOF
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The UNIQUE school satchel offers plenty of room for all required 
learning material with a storage space of 19 liters. Heavy books 
can be placed close to the back and stowed securely. Further 
accessories can be stowed in the front compartments. A large 
pocket on the side holds a key finder and also offers space for a 
water bottle. Should any liquids leak, the eyelets incorporated in 
the lower pocket area will save the day. The satchel also offers a 
water-repellent wet pocket on the side and an insulated front 
pocket with enough space for a lunchbox. The rain cover can be 
easily stowed in the zipped compartment of the hood.
A drawstring locks the school supplies compactly stowed inside  
the satchel. 

The click closure on the lid, which is easy to operate with one hand, offers a lot of fun. Super practical and worth 
mentioning is also the loop on the front of the satchel that enables clothes to be attached quickly.

Why “UNIQUE”? The new school collection has what 
it takes including the fun factor! The school satchel 
set allows for creativity and freedom to design with 
its pendant and the two removable patches. A wide 
range of different pendants, patches and fabric 
stickers are available separately, on different topics 
like sport,happy, space, planet etc. The creative 
accessories allow children to spruce up their 
satchel and school accessories in an individual  
and stylish way. 

CLEVERLY DESIGNED

SIMPLY UNIQUE
ZUSÄTZLICH  ERHÄLTLICH
SOLD SEPARATELY

Weitere Patches, Anhänger  
und Sticker zum individuellen
Gestalten

Further patches, pendants  
and stickers for your individual
design needs

2 weitere Mäppchen / 2 more pencil cases:

Triple Pencil Case  Spacy Pencil Case  

Unsere Designs / Our designs:

Mehr Informationen auf www.laessig-fashion.de.
For more information check out: www.laessig-fashion.de.
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I PACK MY SCHOOL SATCHEL AND TAKE EVERYTHING I NEED WITH ME:

• a gym bag with reflectors and two front pockets that can be closed. 
The gym bag can be securely attached to the school satchel by two 
fasteners.

• a pencil case filled with pencils and accessories from the company 
Eberhard Faber

• a soft pencil case that can be designed to your liking and when  
open and standing on its edge, acts as a cool pencil holder! 

• a chest pouch with key finder and zipped pocket for any small  
change necessary

• a neon colored rain cover with reflective print
• a design set consisting of a pendant and two patches

Three solid colors: Olive, navy and purple 
Tricolor: Rose/blue/black

Two neon versions: 
Blue/neon-yellow and Rose/neon-orange

The UNIQUE school satchel set is available in the following color variations: 

Outer material: 
100 % polyester from recycled material (solid colors)
55 % polyester (neon and tricolor versions)
Inner material: 100 % polyester (from recycled material)

School satchel measurements: H 40 x W 30 x D 25 cm


